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Photo caption: Example of metamerism - ball and tomato

Only the profiling of the input or output devices with the help of a
device-independent colour space such as, for example, Lab (CIE
Lab), permits a roughly comparable output via different monitors
and printers under specified viewing conditions.

Light type A

The Lab colour space contains the complete range of colour
perceptible by humans.
Other examples of device-independent colour spaces are LCh- and
XYZ.

“In the evening only long-wave (“red wavelength”, (displayed red) light
beams from the sun penetrate our atmosphere. As a result, long-wave light

A colour definition according to Lab always refers to a specific light
type which was used for the calculation of the chromaticity. In other
words: a correct assessment of such a colour output is always only
possible under the prescribed type of light.

beams are reflected by the pigments of the tomato and the ball. Thus, in the
evening the tomato and ball appear to the observer in the colour red”.

In the graphics industry this is D50 (approx. 5000 Kelvin), in the
textile chain D65 (approx. 6500 Kelvin).

Light type B

The information as to how a colour behaves under any other types of
light, in other words, the reflection behaviour of a coloured surface,
can also not be provided by the specification of chromacity in a
device-independent colour space. This is only possible with spectral
measurements (e.g. with a spectrophotometer).
Only then is the assessment of metamerism or colour change
possible under different types of light.

“During the day all wavelengths of sunlight penetrate our atmosphere, in
other words, also short-wave light waves (“blue wavelengths”). Since the
pigments of the tomato absorb or scatter short-wave light, even in daylight
it reflects only long-wave light to the eye of the observer. The ball, however,
also reflects short-wave light, therefore, by daylight it appears to the
observer as magenta-coloured”.
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Spectral measurement

1)

A=B=

4)

Human observer
2) Sample A

3) Sample B

A=B

1)
2)
3)
4)

Identical measuring result for the measurement of sample A and sample B
Sample A
Sample B
Observer recognizes Sample A is not same as Sample B
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• The light sources used reveal spectral tolerances with each
other, which are considerably worse than the tolerances required
for spectrophotometers.

This leads to a “List of wishes” for meaningful enhancements to a
spectrophotometer:
• Spectral measurement of multi-coloured objects

• The open construction always exposes the quality of the images
to the influence of the ambient light, which can change at short
notice due to passing persons, lights being switched on/off etc.

• Spectral measurement of structured objects
• Colour-correct reproduction of an object from the measurements,
not only determination of a numeric, visually intangible spectral
value

• The images produced do not provide a possibility for spectral
evaluation. As a result the use of the images in own recipe creation
is lacking.

The manufacturer of high-quality spectrophotometers and dye
recipe system Datacolor

With the multi-spectral technology developed by caddon all these
reservations are overcome without any adverse effects on the process
because it is a real CCD camera-based spectral measurement.

notices, on the basis of these limitations, that 50% of all textile
samples are not measurable with a spectrophotometer. Source:

The multi-spectral technology from caddon works as follows:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWoO3wU6ytE
The sample to be recorded is placed in the light-proof closed
recording space of the can:scan. A CCD camera takes a photograph
at an angle of 0° through 16 filters of the object which is halogenilluminated at an angle of 45°. The filters allow the precise
determination of the energy with which light waves are reflected by
the object. As a result, for each pixel of the image recorded in this
way, its spectral value is available with the degree of precision of a
high-quality spectrophotometer.

In the function of the RGB camera-based system presented there,
however, due to the technical qualities of RGB systems described, we
see functional limitations which make the purpose of the application
appear only to be attainable with great difficulty:
• The underlying RGB colour space is so limited that not all
chromaticities are measurable and reproducible.
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The advantages are obvious:

III. Colour Display and Colour Communication

The multi-spectral technology combines the technology of a camera
with the qualities of a spectrophotometer. The image conveys the
actual visual impression and contains the spectrum of every single
pixel. On the basis of a data set, both pieces of information are thus
inseparable and simultaneously available at different places with
process reliability. A multi-spectral data set can be visually assessed
and measured at all times at a place different from where it was
taken. Image and measurement can be divided into two steps.

As previously mentioned, the reproduction precision of monitors and
printers is dependent on their viewing under the intended norm light
under which the image content is viewed.

• Contactless, optical measurement which corresponds with the
geometry of human sight.

Therefore, for a reliable assessment of printed patterns, standardized
light cabins are necessary. With the standardized light cabins using
conventional technology with fluorescent lamps, even with lamps
which are used for the first time, due to the spectral tolerances there
are visible deviations which, in the course of use, continue to change
as a result of the normal ageing process. Regular control therefore
makes sense.

Uncontrolled ambient light, for example, contributes to the fact that
the presentation on very well-calibrated and profiled monitors or
print-outs may be experienced as false and not comparable with the
original sample.

• A multi-spectral image is a data set which contains spectral
information for each pixel.
• Multi-coloured or highly-structured materials can be measured
with process reliability.

With monitors the application is considerably more complex.
• From a multi-spectral image, colour-correct representations for
the most varied types light can be calculated.

A specification of the Forschungsgesellschaft Druck e.V., Fogra
(Graphic Technology Research Association), for the use in the
assessment of print data on monitors, calls for a room specially
painted grey for the purpose, whose windows, if present, must be
covered with special filter foils. In this room, a “norm light rack” will
then be installed, in which the monitor is mounted at a defined angle
to the displayed sample. Finally, the brightness of the norm light
rack must be dimmed by measurement of the monitor brightness.

• A multi-spectral data set can be visually assessed and measured
at any time separate from the place of the recording.
• Multi-spectral samples can be digitally stored and distributed.
The spectral measurement obtained in the multi-spectral images
can be used directly in dye formulating systems.
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can:view – construction of the viewer

After all these steps have been successfully completed, such a
(“Softproof”) workstation can be Fogra-certified.
The norm light viewing system developed by caddon, can:view 2 LED,
connects these requirements in such a way in menu-controlled,
automated processes that all influence parameters relevant for
the colour-correct representation like diffused light, light-view go
the overhead light, norm light brightness, monitor calibration and
image are had control of process for certain and simply können.
can:view 2 LED, thereby, operates without the facilities previously
described in the “grey room” and can be operated in an ordinary
office environment.
The can:view 2 LED is the first norm light viewing system worldwide
which is already provided with the Fogra certification “out of the
box”, in other words, as part of the system. The lighting and display
precision is so high that using the method, which is patented
worldwide, it is even possible to display objects for the purpose of
comparison with the monitor image. Thus, for the first time, a direct
comparison of a physical sample with the representation on the
monitor is possible.
The display tolerance between two spatially separated can:view 2
LED systems can be taken down proof-findingly view with a simple
measuring by means of a spectrophotometer. As a result, the
exchange of digital colour samples via telephone and web is made
possible.
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inspire.view.print.share.produce

The colour solution.

Are you interested in further information about DMIx®?
Please contact us personally!

In Cooperation with

Holzgasse 7-11 - 50676 Köln - Tel. +49.(0)221.7880 15-0
Fax. +49.(0)221.7880 15-28 | E-Mail info@dmi-fashion.net

www.deutschesmodeinstitut.de
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